Comfort with Style

Simple Fitting
Supportive Sitting

Tilt in space
Forward for function or access Back to offload
the bony prominences and to relax

Independently adjustable back
Allows you to get the final fit right.

Simple fitting supportive sitting

Independently adjustable leg rest
For a more relaxed position

with built in pressure care*

Hours sitting in a poorly fitted chair is
hard work! The Avanti can easily be adjusted
to provide the necessary postural support to
maximise comfort and relaxation.
Correct leg length, arm height, seat
dimensions, back and seat angles provides
stability, reduces point pressures
and counters slumping over
the chair arm and
sliding off the seat.

Optional Head cushion

Quick and Easy Footplate
adjustment

Options
• Extra lateral support
• Head cushion
• Footplate for non ambulant users
• Tray

*LowzoneTM Contour
cushion as standard
Our contoured LowzoneTM viscoelastic cushions are regarded
as providing “Medium High”
pressure relief.
In our own trials using our
FSA pressure monitors, these
regularly exceed non contoured
gel, water and standard viscoelastic cushions in pressure
reduction. They are inherently
more stable than fluid based
systems.
Harriet - sitting pretty in her ‘Black’ Avanti Chair

Easy Brake system
Pull the bar when you want
to move the chair- let it
go and both rear castors
immediately lock

Paul - catching 40 winks in his Brown Avanti Chair

Printed on recycled paper with vegetable inks

The correct seat height
helps keep David mobile
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Adjustments
Seat Depth

380-550mm

Seat Width - Snug arm

380-450mm

Seat Width - Std. arm

450-550mm

Back height Std.

830mm

Back Height Tall

900mm

Seat to Floor (Std. no footplate)

337-437mm

Seat to Floor (Tall no footplate)

337-437mm

Seat to Footplate - Std.

257-357mm

Seat to Floor - Tall

382-482mm

Tilt in Space -

Manual Operation

Back recline -

Manual Operation

Legrest -

Manual Operation

Footplate -

Manual Operation

Fabric: Cuero
Soft, vapour permeable waterproof PU

Black
Blue
Green
Red
Brown
Complies with BS5852 ignition source 5
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